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Abstract. Multiagent resource allocation defines the issue of having to distribute
a set of resources among a set of agents, aiming at afair and efficientalloca-
tion. Resource allocation procedures can be evaluated withregard to properties
such as budget balance and strategy-proofness. Designing abudget-balanced and
strategy-proof allocation procedure that always providesa fair (namely, envy-
free) and efficient (namely, Pareto-optimal) allocation poses a true challenge. To
the best of our knowledge, none of the existing procedures combines all four
properties. Moreover, in previous literature no attentionis given to the allocation
of unwanted resources (i.e., resources that seem to be of no use for all agents) in
a way as to maximize social welfare. Yet, dealing inappropriately with unwanted
resources may decrease each agent’s benefit. Therefore, we extend the scope of
sealed-bid auctions by means of involving market prices so as to always provide
an optimal solution under consideration of each agent’s preferences. We present
a new market-affected sealed-bid auction protocol (MSAP) where agents submit
sealed bids on indivisible resources, and we allow monetaryside-payments. We
show this protocol to be budget-balanced and weakly strategy-proof, and toal-
waysprovide an allocation that maximizes both utilitarian and egalitarian social
welfare, and is envy-free and Pareto-optimal.
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1 Introduction

In multiagent resource allocation, agents participate in an allocation procedure to obtain
a fair andefficientallocation of a set of resources.1 There are two types of procedures:
centralized and decentralized. Auction protocols give a good example for centralized
procedures: All agents are asked to state their preferences(utility values) for the re-
sources given, and based on these the protocol makes a decision on the final allocation
(see, e.g., [11, 6]). In contrast, in a decentralized environment the final allocation is the
result of a sequence of conducted negotiations between single agents (see, e.g., [7]).

Many resource allocation approaches are about allocating each of the goods to any
of the agents (see, e.g., [14, 1, 17]), and thus an important aspect is missed out: Among
the goods to be allocated there may be “unwanted goods”, i.e., goods none of the agents
is interested in. Though some procedures consider that a particular agent may not be in-
terested in each good available (see, e.g., [17]), the issueof unwanted goods is no atten-
tion given to. The market-affected sealed-bid auction protocol (MSAP) to be presented

⋆ Supported in part by the DFG under grant RO 1202/12-1 (withinthe ESF’s EUROCORES
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1 We will use “resource” and “good”, and “procedure” and “protocol” interchangeably.



in Section 4 fills this gap by involving market prices. This new auction protocol has
highly relevant properties such as budget balance, weak strategy-proofness, and always
providing an allocation that maximizes both utilitarian and egalitarian social welfare,
and that is envy-free and Pareto-optimal (see Section 5). Utilitarian and egalitarian so-
cial welfare are the most common notions of social welfare (see, e.g., [5]). Informally
speaking, for a given allocation, utilitarian social welfare states the sum of all agents’
utilities, whereas egalitarian social welfare states the utility of the worst off agent. Both
notions make meaningful statements about the quality of an allocation, utilitarian social
welfare measures the overall benefit for society, and egalitarian social welfare measures
the level of fairness as to satisfying minimum needs. Another substantial concept of fair-
ness is envy-freeness: An allocation is said to be envy-freeif none of the agents has an
incentive to swap his or her share with any other agent’s share. Regarding efficiency, the
most fundamental concept is the notion of Pareto-optimality: An allocation is Pareto-
optimal if any change to make an agent better off results in making another agent worse
off. With regard to resource allocation protocols that involve monetary side-payments,
budget balance states that all payments sum up to zero, i.e.,the application of the pro-
tocol causes neither a profit nor a loss. These notions and thegeneral framework are
specified in Section 2. Moreover, the MSAP is proven to be “weakly strategy-proof”, a
notion to be motivated and introduced in Section 3. In short,weakly strategy-proof is a
somewhat milder notion of strategy-proofness implying that a cheating attempt may be
successful but is always at the risk of an overall loss.

Pioneering work in the field of auction procedures for indivisible goods was done
by Knaster. His auction protocol of sealed bids2 is about agents that submit sealed bids
for single goods, and the agent whose bid is the highest is assigned the good; mon-
etary side-payments are used for compensation. Knaster’s procedure always provides
an efficient allocation but does not guarantee envy-freeness (see, e.g. [3]). Just as in
Knaster’s procedure of sealed bids, the MSAP asks agents to submit sealed bids on sin-
gle goods reflecting their individual welfare from receiving these goods. This has the
advantage of making winner determination easy (as opposed to the hardness of winner-
determination problems in combinatorial auctions, see [11, 6]). In this regard, in order
to create a mutual bid-basis and to account for unwanted goods, the option to sell goods
on the open market is included, i.e., the MSAP combines the actual value of a good
with each agent’s preferences. Furthermore, we allow monetary side-payments, and a
central authority manages the allocation procedure. Put simply, the MSAP extends the
scope of sealed-bid auctions by means of involving market prices in order to always
provide afair andefficientallocation—even when taking unwanted goods into account.

The New Economy, which is rooted in continuous information-technological
progress, provides the basis for the MSAP to act on the globalmarket. The internet and
related technologies overcome geographical borders and increase market transparency,
and hence create some kind of perfect information environment [4]. Being generated
and used by internet users worldwide, information (e.g., with reference to demand and
supply) turns out to be the crucial factor when performing global market activities. The
global market provides a shared platform for market research, giving each agent the
same chances to sell unwanted goods, and thus to make bids on acomparable basis.

2 This protocol has been proposed by Knaster and was first presented in Steinhaus [13].



Application areas could be the allocation of inheritance items or collective raffle
prices, or in the case of two agents even the allocation of household goods within a
divorce settlement. In general, the MSAP can be applied to a mixture of insignificant
replaceable goods(e.g., a car that is of no (considerable) personal significance to a par-
ticular agent) andsignificant replaceable goods, i.e., goods that are sort of irreplaceable
to an agent, but a certain monetary compensation would be accepted (e.g., a car that is
of considerable personal significance to a particular agentfor some reason—such as this
agent has been born in this car—but the agent would be willingto accept some money
to set the car aside). The MSAP can also be applied to a set of either solely significant
or solely insignificant replaceable goods.

2 Preliminaries and Notation

Let A = {a1,a2, . . . ,an} be a set ofn agents, and letG = {g1,g2, . . . ,gm} be a set ofm
indivisible and nonshareable goods (i.e., each good is to beallocated in its entirety and
to one agent only). If some amount of money is among the goods to be allocated, this
money is excluded fromGand its value is split equally among all agents inA. Moreover,
the number of agents as well as the number of goods are not restricted, and there is no
limitation on how many goods are to be allocated per agent. While in previous literature
the focus is mostly on scenarios where only one single good isto be assigned per agent
(see e.g., [14, 15, 9]), we do not need this restriction (for related work, see, e.g., [2, 17]).

Let U = {u1,u2, . . . ,un} be a set ofn utility functions representing each agent’s
preferences (i.e., bids), whereu j : G→R specifies agenta j ’s utility of each single good
in G. An allocation of Gis a mappingX : A→ G with X(a j)∩X(ak) = /0 for any two
agentsa j andak, j 6= k. At this,u j(X(a j)) gives agenta j ’s additive utilityof the subset
(bundle) of goods allocated to him or her by allocationX; to simplify notation, we will
write u j(X) instead ofu j(X(a j)). Note that agents do not have any knowledge about
the utility values of other agents. LetC = {c1,c2, . . . ,cn} be a set ofn side-payments
that agentsa j in A either make (i.e.,c j ∈R

−) or receive (i.e.,c j ∈R
+) in conjunction

with an allocation. At this, the value of money is supposed tobe the same for all agents.
The MSAP asks agents to bid on single goods only. Hence, direct synergetic effects

caused by the allocation of bundles of goods are disregarded. However, in Section 5 it
is shown that the final allocation involves bundles when accounting for side-payments,
and that statements regarding social welfare, fairness, and efficiency can be made.

Various criteria have been introduced to measure the quality of an allocation such
as the concepts of social welfare, envy-freeness, and Pareto-optimality. Concerning a
given society of agents, concepts of social welfare measurethe benefit an allocation
yields. Transferring this measure to individual agents gives the notion of individual
welfare. Definitions 1, 2, 3, and 4 each are given with reference to a resource allocation
setting where monetary side-payments are allowed.

Definition 1. Consider an allocationX of a setG of goods to a setA of agents, where
the agents’ preferences are represented by utility functionsU . LetC be the set of side-
payments agents inA either make or receive, as appropriate. Theindividual welfareof
agenta j obtained through allocationX and side-paymentc j is defined asiw j (X(a j)) =
u j(X(a j))+c j . We will write iw j(X) instead ofiw j(X(a j)).



Note that for an allocationX and any two agentsa j andak in A, a j 6= ak, the individ-
ual welfare agenta j would obtain through the assignment of agentak’s share is defined
asiw j (X(ak)) = u j(X(ak))+ ck. In terms of social welfare, in this paper, we focus on
the following two types (see, e.g., [5]).

Definition 2. Consider an allocationX of a setG of goods to a setA of agents,
where iw j (X) is the individual welfare agenta j in A obtains through allocationX.
(1) Theutilitarian social welfareis defined asswu(X) = ∑a j∈A iw j (X). (2) Theegali-
tarian social welfareis defined asswe(X) = min{iw j(X) | a j ∈ A}.

We now define envy-freeness and Pareto-optimality. Informally speaking, an allo-
cation is envy-free if every agent is at least as happy with his or her share as he or she
would be with any other agent’s share. An allocation is Pareto-optimal if no agent can
be made better off without making another agent worse off.

Definition 3. Let a setG of goods and a setA of agents be given, and letX andY be two
allocations ofG to A. Let iw j (X) and iw j(Y) be the individual welfares agenta j in A
obtains through allocationsX andY. (1) X is said to beenvy-freeif for any two agents
a j andak in A, we haveiw j(X(a j)) ≥ iw j(X(ak)). (2)Y is said to bePareto-dominated
by X if for each agenta j in A, we haveiw j (X)≥ iw j(Y), and there exists some agentak

in A such thatiwk(X) > iwk(Y). An allocation is said to bePareto-optimal (or, Pareto-
efficient)if it is not Pareto-dominated by any other allocation.

The notion of budget balance makes a statement on the qualityof a resource alloca-
tion protocol that involves monetary side-payments.

Definition 4. A resource allocation protocol is said to bebudget-balancedif for every
allocation obtained it holds that all side-payments sum up to zero, i.e.,∑cj∈C c j = 0.

3 Motivation

Considering the design of a multiagent resource allocationprocedure, the common goal
is to guarantee a fair (namely, envy-free) and efficient (namely, Pareto-optimal) alloca-
tion. In this context, two more desirable properties for a resource allocation protocol to
possess arebudget balance, andstrategy-proofness(i.e., none of the agents has an in-
centive to bid dishonestly). While the well-known Groves mechanisms [8] satisfy both
Pareto-optimality and strategy-proofness, they in general do not guarantee to provide
an envy-free allocation and are not budget-balanced (see, e.g., [10]). In fact, Tadenuma
and Thomson [16] showed that envy-freeness and strategy-proofness are mutually ex-
clusive. Thus, in this paper, we aim at guaranteeing envy-freeness, Pareto-optimality
and budget balance while weakening the requirement of strategy-proofness. In litera-
ture it is common to define strategy-proofness by incentive compatibility which states
that truthfulness is the dominant strategy (see, e.g., [12]). In order to deal with the im-
possibility result given, we focus on a somewhat weaker notion of strategy-proofness.

Definition 5. Given that all agents have no knowledge about the utility functions of
other agents, a resource allocation protocol is said to beweakly strategy-proofif a
cheating agent is always risking a loss and is never guaranteed to cheat successfully.



In the context of additive valuation functions, Knaster’s procedure of sealed bids
satisfies Pareto-optimality and budget balance, but lacks of envy-freeness and strategy-
proofness—though it is weakly strategy-proof according toDefinition 5 (see, e.g. [3]).
Willson [17] presented a procedure that indeed is envy-free, Pareto-optimal, budget-
balanced and weakly strategy-proof (according to Definition 5). However, this proce-
dure does not give consideration to welfare maximization when having unwanted goods.

According to Willson’s procedure, agents are expected to state negative values for
those goods they do not want (i.e., to specify some monetary compensation to be paid to
the agents in order to persuade them to accept those goods nonetheless), but there are no
restrictions in terms of some sort of value limit. Thus, regarding an unwanted good (i.e.,
a good that is a burden on each of the agents), it is possible that the absolute equivalent
of each single negative value is higher than the overall value of all other goods to be allo-
cated. This allows agents to receive compensations that, inthe end, may cause a money-
losing allocation. As an example, consider the setting thatwe have two agentsa1 anda2,
three goodsg1,g2 andg3, and the following utility valuesu1(g1) = 100,u1(g2) = 50,
u1(g3) = −300,u2(g1) = 80,u2(g2) = 60 andu2(g3) = −250. According to the proce-
dure given in [17], each good is assigned to the highest bidder. Thus, goodg1 is assigned
to agenta1, and goodsg2 andg3 are assigned to agenta2. The overall benefit sums up to
100+60+(−250)=−90, and hence agenta1 has to pay side-payments worth−145 to
agenta2, resulting in anegativeshare of−45 for each of the agents. Just one unwanted
good, hereg3, can smash a whole allocation. But, if an agent does not want agood for
personal use, this does not necessarily mean that this good is worth nothing to the agent
as he or she may have good selling opportunities. For example, let us assume goodg3

is a car and both agents have no use for it, hence they only see the cost involved such as
the cost for scrapping or insurance. By missing the option tosell unwanted goods and
to distribute the related profit, agents may end up paying rather than benefiting.

Moreover, there may be goods that, though being wanted by some agents, do not
make up a high personal significance. Having no common basis for the specification of
utility values, agents with a similar preference for one particular good (e.g., considering
the good to be of no personal significance) may state significantly different utilities.
Without a common basis the values stated may neither be related to the actual value of
the good nor to one another, and thus a lower overall benefit may be caused.

To address the issues mentioned above, we present and analyze a new market-
affected sealed-bid auction protocol that is proven to be budget-balanced and weakly
strategy-proof, and to always provide an allocation that isenvy-free, Pareto-optimal,
and thatalwaysmaximizes both utilitarian and egalitarian social welfare.

4 A Market-Affected Sealed-Bid Auction Protocol

The MSAP is about allocating goods that are to give away in as fair a way as possible.
However, agents may have diverse preferences for the goods in G, and thus some alloca-
tions may result in an advantage for one agent and in a disadvantage for another—which
is unfair as every agent is to be treated equally. For the purpose of achieving not only an
efficient but also a fair allocation, the aim is to assign all goods inG in such a way that
the individual welfares of all agents are equalized according to how valuable the goods



are to them. Regarding a good that is significant to an agent, the utility value reflects
the level of personal significance of this good, whereas, regarding an insignificant good,
the utility value states the profit the agent could make by selling this good.3

Note that the central authority (CA) managing the allocation procedure is not one
of the agents. If the CA needs to be paid for its job, this is done proportionally by all
agents once the protocol is finished. It is assumed though that the CA generally does not
have to be paid for organizing the allocation. Moreover, theMSAP may involve side-
payments, but, as opposed to other approaches (see, e.g., [16, 17]), none of the goods
in G needs to be infinitely divisible. Furthermore, neither any agent nor the CA will
lose any value by the application of the MSAP, because all side-payments are included
in the overall value of the goods inG. Let XΣ denote the final allocation obtained by
the MSAP. We writeswΣ instead ofsw(XΣ ), andiwΣ

j instead ofiw j(XΣ ).
The MSAP is a multi-stage resource allocation protocol and consists of three

phases: the bidding phase, the assignment phase and the compensation phase. In the
course of the bidding phase agents are asked to specify a utility value for each of the
goods. During the assignment phase each good is assigned to the agent whose benefit
from receiving this good is the highest, where ties can be broken arbitrarily. Finally, the
compensation phase is about equalizing the individual welfares of all agents by means
of monetary side-payments. The MSAP is presented in detail in Figure 1.

Remark 1.Some remarks on the steps of the protocol in Figure 1 are in order:

1. B5. Agenta j statesu j(gi) (i.e., the individual welfare agenta j would obtain from
receiving goodgi) according to the following rules.
(a) If a j is not interested ingi , a j would not keepgi but would sell it and thus

states a utility value fulfillingu j(gi) ≤ M(gi). Agenta j would receive revenue
M(gi) for sellinggi but he or she may also have some expensesSj(gi) caused
by sellinggi , i.e., u j(gi) = M(gi)−Sj(gi). If agenta j wants to make sure to
receive goodgi by no means, he or she states a utility value of zero.4

(b) If a j would like to havegi for him- or herself,a j states a utility value ful-
filling u j(gi) ≥ M(gi). At this, the value difference betweenu j(gi) andM(gi)
expresses the degree of significance ofgi to a j , i.e., the higher the difference
the more significantgi is to a j .

2. A3. If uk(gi) < PCA(gi) holds true, the CA has the lowest selling cost forgi and
none of the agents inA is interested in keepinggi for him- or herself, i.e.,gi is an
unwanted good.

3. C1. If none of the goods inG needs to be sold, it holds thatswΣ ≥MΣ = Σm
i=1M(gi).

After the assignment phase is finished, all agents concernedand the CA go into the
matter of selling those goods that are to be sold, since in thecompensation phase
all related profits are involved. However, if agents concerned have sufficient cash at
hand, the selling could be done later on, though at the risk offinancial loss and the
chance of additional profit as market prices may change over time.

3 There is no need to consider selling opportunities for significant goods, since agents are inter-
sted in keeping those goods due to their significance.

4 Note that stating “0” would simplify the process for agenta j (i.e., no selling activity would be
required), but this may cause a lower overall benefit compared to whena j would sellgi .



Bidding Phase:
For each goodgi in G perform steps B1 to B5.
B1. Based on market research, the CA determines market priceM(gi), i.e., the revenue the CA

or an agent would receive when selling goodgi on the market.
B2. The CA determines selling costSCA(gi), i.e., the cost caused by the CA sellinggi on the

market (e.g., the cost for meeting a potential buyer, or the cost for shipping the good).
B3. The CA calculates profitPCA(gi) := M(gi)−SCA(gi).
B4. The CA discloses market priceM(gi), but conceals selling costSCA(gi) and profitPCA(gi).
B5. Each agenta j in A specifies utility valueu j (gi) ≥ 0 and submits this one to the CA.
Assignment Phase:
For each goodgi in G perform steps A1 to A3.
A1. Find agentak in A such that there is no agenta j in A with u j (gi) > uk(gi), i.e., find a

highest bidder forgi . (Ties can be broken arbitrarily.)
A2. If uk(gi) ≥ PCA(gi) anduk(gi) > 0, goodgi is allocated to agentak and the highest bid for

goodgi is recorded by settingu⋆(gi) := uk(gi).
A3. If uk(gi) < PCA(gi) or uk(gi) = PCA(gi) = 0, the CA is going to keepgi for the time being

and the highest bid forgi is recorded by settingu⋆(gi) := PCA(gi).
Compensation Phase:
C1. For final allocationXΣ calculate the overall social welfare byswΣ := Σ m

i=1u⋆(gi).
C2. In compliance with valuesu j (XΣ ), divide setA into three disjoint sets,R, S, andT with

A = R∪S∪T, such that:(1) ur(XΣ ) > (1/n) ·swΣ for all ar in R; (2) us(XΣ ) < (1/n) ·swΣ

for all as in S; (3) ut(XΣ ) = (1/n) ·swΣ for all at in T.
C3. All agentsar in R (i.e., all advantaged agents) have to make side-paymentscr ∈R

− such
that iwΣ

r = ur (XΣ )+cr = (1/n) ·swΣ .
C4. For goodsgℓ in G with u⋆(gℓ) = PCA(gℓ) that had to be sold by the CA, the CA has to

make side-paymentscCA∈R− such thatcCA = −Σλ∈{ℓ}PCA(gλ ).
C5. All agentsas in S(i.e., all disadvantaged agents) receive side-paymentscs∈R

+ such that
iwΣ

s = us(XΣ )+cs = (1/n) ·swΣ . Note that−Σσ∈{s}cσ = cCA+Σρ∈{r}cρ .
The CA discloses social welfareswΣ , the assignment of goodsgi according toXΣ and side-
paymentsc j for each agenta j in A.

Fig. 1. A market-affected sealed-bid auction protocol for any number of goods and agents.

4. C5. Side-paymentscr andcs can be made to or received from several agents, and
agents either make side-payments or receive side-payments. Agentsat in T have
been in possession of a proportional share of social welfareswΣ after the assign-
ment phase already, i.e.,ct = 0 andiwΣ

t = ut(XΣ ) = (1/n) ·swΣ for all at in T.

5 Results and Discussion

The easiest way of equitably allocating all goods inG would be if the CA itself
would sell all goods on the market, and distribute the profit made in a proportional
manner among all agents. In this case, the overall social welfare swΣ would equal
PΣ = Σm

i=1PCA(gi). Thus,(1/n) ·PΣ specifies the minimal individual welfare each agent
in A is guaranteed to obtain through the allocation of all goods in G by the MSAP.
However, taking each agent’s preferences into consideration may increase all individ-
ual welfares, and the overall social welfare accordingly, up to any amount. Concerning



unwanted goods, the MSAP includes the option to sell those goods with the best possi-
ble profit, which gives an opportunity to increase the overall social welfare, and which
guarantees that the overall social welfare is not devaluated by some “out-of-favor” good.
Furthermore, the MSAP takes into account that agents may have exceptionally low sell-
ing costs for one or the other good, and by this keeps all selling costs as low as possible.

After the application of the MSAP, every agenta j in A possesses a bundle of goods
(which may be empty) and some side-payments (which may be positive, negative, or
zero). Note that each agent’s individual welfareiwΣ

j is at least as high as a propor-
tional share of the overall social welfare that could have been achieved if all goods
in G would have been allocated to this agent, i.e.,iwΣ

j ≥ 1/n ·Σm
i=1u j(gi). Consequently,

by including all agents’ preferences each agent experiences an increase of what he or
she actually receives over what he or she anticipated to receive according to his or her
measure. Combining utility values and side-payments, individual welfareiwΣ

j can be
interpreted as the bundle (consisting of goods and/or money) agenta j received by final
allocationXΣ . Analogously, social welfareswΣ can be linked to the concept of utilitar-
ian social welfare, i.e.,swu(XΣ ) = swΣ , and to the concept of egalitarian social welfare,
i.e.,swe(XΣ ) = 1/n ·swΣ , again in consideration of monetary side-payments.

Theorem 1. Every allocation obtained by the MSAP maximizes both utilitarian social
welfare and egalitarian social welfare according to the agents’ valuations.

Proof. The allocation of all goodsgi in G is conducted in a way such that each good
is assigned to a highest bidder, or to the CA, respectively. By this, the overall social
welfare to be distributed, which turns out to correspond to the utilitarian social wel-
fare of final allocationXΣ (including side-payments), is maximized on the basis of all
agents’ valuations of the goods. Given each agent’s utilitythat would result from re-
ceiving goodgi , every other allocation that assigns at least one good to another agent
than one of the highest bidders would result in a lower utilitarian social welfare.

Maximization of egalitarian social welfare follows immediately from maximization
of utilitarian social welfare, since the MSAP makes each agent to receive a proportional
share of utilitarian social welfareswu(XΣ ) according to his or her measure. ⊓⊔

From an inter-agent perspective, each agent values every other agent’s bundle at
most as much as his or her own, and thus an envy-free allocation is guaranteed. More-
over, no agent can be made better off without making any otheragent worse off.

Theorem 2. Every allocation obtained by the MSAP is Pareto-optimal andenvy-free.

Proof. The notion of efficiency implies that there is no better overall outcome for the
set of agents involved [3]. Taking this statement into account, Pareto-optimality follows
immediately from Theorem 1. Envy-freeness is easy to see when considering that each
goodgi in G is allocated to one of the agents that bid the highest valueu⋆(gi), and that
the very same agent has to make side-payments (each valued(1/n) ·u⋆(gi)) to then−1
other agents.5 Since each of then−1 other agents values goodgi at mostu⋆(gi), this
guarantees that none of thosen−1 agents envies this agent for having received goodgi .
Concerning goods that are sold by the CA, each agent is receiving the same proportional
monetary share of the profit made, and hence, in this case too,no envy is created. ⊓⊔

5 For the sake of convenience, all side-payments of agenta j sum up to one final side-paymentc j .



Budget balance of the MSAP (in the sense of Definition 4) follows immediately
from steps C3, C4, and C5 as given in Figure 1.

Corollary 1. The MSAP is budget-balanced.

Our last result shows that the market-affected sealed-bid auction protocol presented
in Figure 1 is weakly strategy-proof (in the sense of Definition 5).

Theorem 3. The MSAP is weakly strategy-proof.

Proof. With reference to any goodgi in G, a “cheater” (i.e., an agent inA not telling the
truth) could cheat by either stating a higher or a lower than his or her true utility value. In
the former case, if the cheater wins the bid forgi , he or she, just as all other agents, will
obtain a higher individual welfare, but at the expense of thecheater as he or she has to
compensate for the difference—a difference which in fact isonly fictitious. That is, the
cheater has to pay compensations out of a fund that does not exist and which is based on
untruthful values only. Consequently, all agents but the cheater would benefit from this
type of cheating. A cheating attempt would be reasonable only if a utility value lower
than the true one is stated. Referring to this, if an agent’s true utility value is higher than
the market priceM(gi) (i.e., if this agent wants goodgi for him- or herself due to its high
significance), he or she is motivated not to cheat by stating alower utility value, since
in this case he or she may end up not gettinggi at all. On the other hand, if an agent
that is not interested in keeping goodgi would cheat by stating a lower than the true
utility value, this cheating attempt would succeed if, firstly, the cheater has the highest
bid, and secondly, the cheater’s bid is at least as high as profit PCA(gi). In contrast, if the
second condition is not fulfilled, goodgi would be sold by the CA causing a decreased
individual welfare for all agents, including the cheater. This is the reason why for all
gi in G selling costSCA(gi) and profitPCA(gi) are not disclosed, aiming to motivate all
agents to state true utility values as otherwise they would risk their share. To sum up,
trying to cheat by stating a higher than the true utility value is of no advantage to the
cheater, and trying to cheat by stating a lower than the true utility value always bears
the risk of ending up with even less. Thus, the MSAP is weakly strategy-proof. ⊓⊔

6 Conclusions

We have proposed a new market-affected sealed-bid auction protocol that can be applied
to a set of any number of agents and a set of any number of goods.We have shown this
budget-balanced and weakly strategy-proof protocol to possess nice properties such as
always providing an envy-free and Pareto-optimal allocation with maximal utilitarian
and egalitarian social welfare. In addition, this protocolguarantees each agent to receive
a bundle that is worth at least as much as a proportional shareof all goods, according
to his or her measure. These advantages notwithstanding, wemention the following
limitations of this protocol. Depending on the scenario, agents not selling those goods
received may need to have some cash at hand or to hold sufficient liquid assets in order
to make side-payments. In this regard, poorer agents not holding sufficient liquid assets
could, to play safe, accept each good for selling only, and bythis avoid any trouble.



However, the total of side-payments to be made by an agent never exceeds the value of
all to this agent assigned goods, and thus each agent is guaranteed to gain in individual
welfare by the application of the MSAP. Moreover, having huge amounts of the same
good to be sold may have an impact on the market price of this good. Note also that
weak strategy-proofness ( in the sense of Definition 5) is a quite softer concept than the
common notion of strategy-proofness.

In terms of future work, one direction to go could be the involvement of each agent’s
wealth by using weighted utility values for all significant goods. In this way, poorer
agents could be motivated to make bids that reflect each good’s true significance; rather
than, fearing side-payments, to accept each good for selling only.
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